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Data Repository Comparison Chart
Prepared for [Researcher/Group], [Date]
Characteristic
Repository Option #1: Institutional Repository
Repository Option #2: Domain Repository
Repository Option #3: Self-publishing data repository
Repository Option #4: Other
Administrative information
URL for listing of repository in re3data.org registry




URL for public access




URL with information for depositors




Host institution




Scope
Specialization in a particular area, subject, or format




If specialized, any notable services for the data type of focus








Metadata and indexing
Metadata describing data in catalog record (e.g., any standard used)




Search features, including metadata elements indexed by the search




Metadata expected of the depositor vs. that provided by the repository




How is metadata stored and entered into the system?
Which fields are populated in the deposit process (e.g., in a catalog record or listed with a file name) vs. as a separate uploaded file?  Is metadata expected at the study, file, and/or variable level?







Deposit policies and workflows
Deposit limits (per file and/or in aggregate; note: consider also http upload/download limits)




Deposit workflow/process (e.g., if/how mediated)




How are deposits initiated (i.e., point of contact, web form, etc.)




Deposit roles that can be provided to different members of a group (e.g., submitter, reviewer, etc.)




Terms of deposit
Are deposits open to researchers or only those with a particular affiliation?
Are deposits automatically accepted or does the repository make a selection decision?





Fees for data deposit
One-time or ongoing?  Do fees vary based on services provided or the amount of data loaded?




What if any role does the depositor have in ongoing management of the data?




Bulk deposit services (e.g., APIs, SWORD)




Review procedures
Review of data (incl. for confidential data)




Review of documentation




Preservation features
Preservation/curation features (bit-level or beyond?)




File format conversion or support




Time commitment for preservation and access (required by some funders for a DMP)




Access policies and procedures
Access restrictions
Are data deposited available to any member of the public, or only those with a certain affiliation?
Any fees for data use/download?




Terms of use features
What standard terms of use come with the repository (e.g., attribution)? Can the depositor set any custom terms of use?




Ability to provide restricted access to confidential data




Bulk access services (e.g., APIs)








Tracking and citation
Citation generated for end users




Persistent identifier used




Download statistics provided
What is available?  At the collection, study, and/or file level?  How are statistics available and accessed?




Other
Other features of significance




Other features of local interest







